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ABSTRACT
Various methods have been developed to predict the performance and
aerodynamic loads of the Darrieus vertical axis wind turbine. The most accurate of
these is the vortex method developed by Strickland (1981). As implemented in the
program, VDART (Vortex method for the DARrieus Turbine), the vortex method
proved to be uneconomical because of the large computation times required for
convergence to a solution. In the present study, significant savings in computation
time are achieved by assuming that the wake convection velocity can be determined at
the time of vortex generation. A new program, VDART-TURBO, has been
developed using this time saving assumption. Both two-and three-dimensional
versions have been successfully implemented.
The two-dimensional version, VDART2T, has been successful in
reproducing both experimental and computational results achieved by Strickland
(1979,1981). The three-dimensional version, VDART3T, is presendy in the
advanced stages of development, and promises to be highly effective in reducing
computational time, while maintaining an acceptable degree of accuracy.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Various methods to predict the performance and aerodynamic loads on
vertical axis wind turbines have been developed. All of these methods fall into one
of three categories: 1.) momentum methods, 2.) local circulation methods, and 3.)
vortex methods. The complexity, accuracy, and computation time of these methods
increaserespectively,in the order given.
The least accurate but computationally fastest Darrieus turbine aerodynamic
models are the momentum methods. In these, the flow disturbance produced by the
turbine is determined by equating the aerodynamic forces on the rotor to the time rate
of change of momentum through the rotor. This approach has been applied to single
streamtube models [Templan, 1974], multiple streamtube models [Strickland, 1975
a.], and multiple streamtube models with separate representations of the upstream
and downstream blade passes (double-multiple streamtube models [Lapin, 1975]).
The momentum methods neglect the interaction between streamtubes and the direct
effect of the wake vorticity on the fluid velocity at the turbine. This approach yields
results which are of sufficient accuracy for initial performance and stmctural loading
evaluation. The momentum methods are generally based on the assumption of a
steady freestream. Consequently, momentum models are not easily modified to
include the unsteady effects associated with freestream turbulence, although it has
been done [Homicz, 1988].
The local circulation methods rank next in degree of accuracy. The
improvement is a result of including the effects of the interaction between the
circulation bound to the blades and the wake vorticity. The blades are represented as
superpositions of imaginary blades of varying spans with elliptical vorticity
distributions. The induced velocities due to these imaginary blades are calculated
using the Biot-Savart law. The blade angle of attack is determined after considering
the induced velocity effects, while the blade forces are estimated using twodimensional airfoil data [Masse, 1936].
The vortex methods model the turbine and wake with discrete vortex
segments which are used to determine the disturbance velocity at the turbine and in
1

the wake. Strickland's program,VDART (V.ortex method for the DARrieus
Turbine), (1979) is based on this method. Although extremely accurate, this
program has proven to be uneconomical because of the extremely large computation
time required for convergence to a solution. The large computation times result
primarily from die laborious process of calculating the disturbance velocities at each
vortex element bound to the turbine and in the wake. For the current study,
significant savings in computation time are achieved by assuming that the wake
convection velocity can be determined at thetimeof wake vortex segment generation
from the trailing edge of the turbine blade. A new program, VDART-TURBO, is
described which incorporates thistimesaving simplification.

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Fundamentals of Aerodynamics
To fully appreciate the aerodynamics of the Darrieus turbine, one must
possess a basic understanding of the flow over lifting surfaces. The pattern of flow
over a two-dimensional airfoil at a positive angle of attack can be visualized by
considering a few of the streamlines, as shown in Figure 2.1. The nonsymmetric
flow pattern causes the fluid particles to travel at a higher average velocity over the
upper surface than over the lower surface, in order torejoinat the sharp trailing edge.
Thus, as required by the Bernoulli Principle, the pressure above the airfoil is lower
on the average than on the lower surface. This pressure differential between the
upper and lower surface results in the generation of a net lift force which is a function
of the angle between the chord line and the incident flow of air, i.e., the angle of
attack.
With no physical surface outboard of the wing tips to sustain a pressure
differential, the lift on a wing of finite span must vanish at the tips. Therefore, the
lift force and pressure differential are typically greatest at midspan, and reduce to zero
at the tips, as shown in Figure 2.2. The resulting spanwise pressure gradients
induce lateral velocity components which arc outboard on the lower surface, and
inboard on the upper surface, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. When the upper and lower
surface flows meet at the trailing edge, a surface of lateral velocity discontinuity or a
trailing vortex sheet develops. The trailing vortex sheet strength is usually strongest
near the tips where the pressure gradient and lateral velocities are the largest. With
strengths of opposite sign on the left andrighttipsof the wing, the trailing vonicity
rolls up into two counter-rotating vortices.
The circulation around a closed contour is given by

= Jo

dl .

(2.1)

Figure 2 1
^

Streamlines over various airfoils at different angles o, at.acK.
[McCormick, 1979]
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Figure 2.2

Aerodynamic load disdibution for arectangularwing, a.) differential
pressure distribution along chord; b.) spanwise lift distribution
[Bertin, et al., 1979]

Figure 2.3

Flow of air over finite wing, illustrating formation of tip vortices.
[McCormick, 1979]

If a contour is defined to follow the airfoil surface, the streamline pattern illustrated
in Figure 2.4 leads to a finite circulation about that contour. In fact, it can be
shownthat the circulation around a body must be nonzero if a lift force is to exist.
The lift per unit span is related to the circulation by the Kutta-Joukowski theorem of
lift,

L = pU«.r,

(2.2)

where the lift force acts perpendicular to thefreestreamvelocity U„,. From the Gauss
Divergence theorem, it may be shown that the circulation around a closed contour is
equivalent to the net flux of vorticity through the surface bounded by the contour. In
the case of an airfoil, the vorticity flux producing the circulation around the airfoil is
the vorticity contained in the viscous boundary layers and is called the bound
vorticity.
It has been observed that the only bodies suitable for the generation of lift are
those that have a sharp trailing edge. In an inviscid analysis with arbitrary values of
circulation, the fluid will flow around the trailing edge from one side to the other. In
all such cases, the velocity at the edge will be infinite. This is physically impossible
for a fluid with finite viscosity. However, for one particular value of the circulation,
the fluid will flow smoothly from the trailing edge with no indication of an infinite
velocity there. This unique value of the circulation is the only one which yields a
physically reasonable flow. Figure 2.4 shows the streamline patterns for various
values of circulation around an airfoil and the effects on the flow leaving the airfoil
trailing edge. The determination of the circulation around an airfoil based upon the
requirement of afinitevelocity at the trailing edge is known as the Kutta Condition.
In ideal irrotational flow, the total circulation around a closed path remains
constant with respect to time. Therefore, if started from rest, the circulation around
both the wing and the wake must be zero at all times, as illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Thus the circulation around the wake must equal the negative of the circulation
around the wing, in both steady and nonsteady flows.
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Figure 2.4

Streamline patterns of air over an airfoil for various values of
circulation. [Karamcheti, 1966]
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As the lift and circulation around the wing change in unsteady wing motion,
vorticity conservation requires that vorticity must be shed into the wake at a rate equal
to the negative of the rate of change of bound vorticity. In impulsively started
motion, the shed vorticity, referred to as a starting vortex, induces downwash
velocities on the wing which decrease the effective angle of attack and slow the
development of lift. The development of this flow pattern is depicted in Figure 2.6.
The circulation around the wing grows as the starting vortex is convected
downstream. The full development of the starting vortex and circulation around the
wing takes place quite rapidly; usually after the wing travels a few chord lengths.

2.2 Prandtl's Lifting Line Theory
According to the Prandd lifting line theory [Von Mises, 1959], a finite wing
may be represented by a single equivalent line of vonicity known as the "bound
vortex," since it is in a sense bound to the wing. The strength of this vortex, r(y), is
related to the Hft distribution along the wing by the Kutta-Joukowski relationship:

L(y) = p U r ( y ) .

(2.3)

According to Helmholtz's vorticity conservation theory, a vortex line or
filament can neither begin nor end in a fluid; hence, it must appear either as a closed
loop, end on a boundary, or extend to infinity. It follows that if in going from y to
y+dy, the circulation around the wing increases from F to F+dF, there must be
trailing wake vorticity of strength dF, in order to satisfy vortex continuity. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.7. Therefore, the trailing vonex strength at a point along the
span is equivalent to the spanwise gradient of the bound vorticity or circulation. In
Prandtl lifting line theory, the trailing and bound vortex systems are represented by
vortex filaments which form U-shaped vortices called "horseshoe vortices," as
depicted in Figures 2.7 and 2.8.
Many variations and applications of this theory exist. For example, a number
of individual lifting lines may be used, rather than a single line with many irailinii
10

(a)

Figure 2 6

Development of flow pattern around an airfoil, illustrating the starting
vortex. [McComiick, 1979]
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Sketch of afinitenumber of hfting lines widi corresponding horseshoe
vortices.
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Figure 2.8

Sketch of trailing vortex system.
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vortices. (See Figure 2.9.) This approach adapts itself well to numerical solutions
of nonsymmetric flows.
In the case of atimedependent bound circulation, spanwise or shed vorticity
is generated at a rate equal to the negative of the rate of change of bound vorticity.
The total vorticity in the flow will, therefore, always be equal to zero. The
combination of trailing and shed vorticity results in a lattice of discrete vortices,
which make up the wake system. This configuration is shown in Figure 2.10.
At any point on the Hfting line, the velocity of the fluid is theresultantof the
freestream velocity U„ and the disturbance velocity q induced by the bound and
wake vorticity, as depicted in Figure 2.11. The contribution of an individual vortex
segment of strength y, located at r , to the total disturbance velocity at any field point
r, can be calculated from die Biot-Savart Law:

-

H.

Y

dl X ( r - r )

dU(r)

= -r^^
4 7c

=^ .
I ^

^

(2.4)

|3

Ir - r I
I

0 I

For a typical wing, the wake surface is approximately planar so that the lateral
and streamwise disturbance velocity components are small, compared to the vertical
component. The vertical velocity comf)onent or downwash, w(y), can be determined
by integrating the contributions of the elemental bound and wake vorticities.
The principle consequence of the disturbance velocity is a change of the angle
of attack, as illustrated in Figure 2.12. In systems where multiple lifting surfaces
exist, the mutually induced velocities gready influence the flow field and the lifting
characteristics. Common examples of such systems are helicopter rotors, biplanes
and wind machines such as the Darrieus turbine.
The performance and blade loads for an airfoil or wing can be determined by
using the method oudined above. Upon determination of the angle of attack for a
particular blade location, the associated bound and wake vorticity is ascertained using

14

Bound Vortex
Relative Airflow

Figure 2.9

Sketch of afinitenumber of lifting lines widi corresponding horseshoe
vortices.
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Figure 2.10 Vortex system for a single blade element. [Suickland, 1979]
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a,(y)

Figure 2.12 Change in effective angle of attack due to influence of disturbance
velocity.
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two-dimensional airfoil theory. In this approach, the lift and drag forces on the blade
can be determined either theoretically, where the lift coefficient is defined as:

C = 2 7c sina ,

(2.5)

or using experimental two-dimensional airfoil data, where the lift and drag are
functions of the local angle of attack. The aerodynamic forces on the wing are then
readily determined.

19

CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 Introduction
The Darrieus turbine is a vertical axis wind turbine with curved blades that
approximate the shape of a perfecdy flexible member under the action of centripetal
forces, i.e., a shape that minimizes bending stresses. This shape is called a
troposkien curve, which is derived from the Greek phrase for "turning rope." A
schematic of a Darrieus turbine is shown in Figure 3.1.
The lifting line or vortex analysis begins with the determination of the fluid
velocityrelativeto the turbine blade, U^, and the associated angle of attack, a . With
the angle of attack known, the aerodynamic forces can be determined from
experimentally determined airfoil data. The central focus of the analysis is the fact
that the relative velocity vector used to determine the aerodynamic forces includes the
disturbance velocity, ^^j. The disturbance velocity is the velocity induced by the
combined effects of the bound and wake vorticity distributions.
The trailing and shed wake vorticity distributions are derivedfromthe bound
vorticity distribution, which is, in turn, derived from the aerodynamic blade lift
distribution. Consequendy, the aerodynamic force on the blades and the disturbance
velocity field are coupled such that one cannot be determined independently of the
other.
A solution for the aerodynamic forces and vorticity distributions may be
found through an iterative process. For the first iteration, the disturbance velocity is
set to zero. The local angle of attack can then be found since only the blade velocity
and freestream are included in therelativevelocity vector. The aerodynamic forces
are found from airfoil data and the bound vorticity distribution is calculated through
the Kutta-Joukowski lift theorem. The shed and trailing wake vorticity distributions
are then derived from the spanwise and temporal variations of the bound vorticity
distribution. The wake geometry for thefirstiteration is determined by assuming that
all wake vortex elements convect direcdy downstream at thefreesn^amvelocity.

20

Guy Wires
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Gear Box, Generator, etc.

Figure 3.1

Sketch of Sandia National Laboratories' 34-meter Darrieus Turbine at
USDA Research Center in Bushland, Texas. [Stephenson, 1986]
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For the second and subsequent iterations, the disturbance velocity field is
calculated based upon the wake geometry, bound vorticity, and wake vorticity
distribution determined in the previous iteration. This disturbance velocity field is
combined with thefreestreamvelocity and the blade velocity tofindthe local relative
velocity vector and angle of attack on the turbine blade. Updated estimates of the
bound and wake vorticity distributions are found based upon the new angle of attack
estimates. The wake geometry is found by assuming that the wake elements are
convected directly downstream at a constant velocity. This velocity is equal to the
sum of the freestream velocity, and the streamwise component of the disturbance
velocity at the point the wake vortex elements are generated. This iterative procedure
is continued until a converged solution for the blade forces, vorticity distributions,
and wake geometry is obtained.
The principal distinction between this vortex method, and the previous
VDART codes is the assumption of constant wake convection velocities. In the
earlier codes, the wake geometry is determined by evaluating instantaneous local
wake convection velocities for each wake element or for a grid of points distributed
throughout the wake. With that approach, the computation time increases
exponentially with the number of wake elements or grid points. The constant wake
velocity assumption produces major computation time savings while maintaining
comparable accuracy (as illustrated in Chapter IV.)

3.2 Theoretical Model
Consider a rotor at an angular position, 0 , with a radius R, and an angular
velocity, co (Figure 3.2). The instantaneous relative velocity encountered by the
blade is expressed as:

U, = U^ - RcoS + U^

11

(3.1)

",1
u

Top View

Section AA

Side View
Ground Lev^l
Figure 3.2

Schematic of typical Darrieus turbine.
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where -Rco is the blade tip speed and ^d is the disturbance velocity induced by the
wake and bound vorticity. Based upon the local relative velocity, the corresponding
instantaneous angle of attack, aj may be found from:

«> = t a n - ' ( H ^ ) .

(3.2)

Ur-e,
where e„ and ^t are the normal and tangential unit vectors attached to the blade.
With the angle of attack known, the instantaneous lift and drag forces are
found from two-dimensional airfoil data. The bound circulation is derived from the
Kutta Joukowski lift theorem, which states:

P ^T

where L is the lift force, p is the dynamic pressure, and U,- is the magnitude of the
relative velocity seen by the blade. For a blade of chord c, the lift can be expressed
as:

L = IpU^C^^c.

(3.4)

After combining equations (3.3) and (3.4), and simplifying, an expression for F is
obtained:
F = i-U^Cj^c.

(3.5)

Since the bound vorticity is dependent upon angular position, it is a function
of time. Due to the temporal variations of F, vorticity conservation theorems require
diat vorticity be shed into the wake at a rate equal to:

24

^

ML =

=

6t

' 5t

dr d i
' de dt

= -0)^.

(3.6)

During atimeincrement 5t, a vortex segment of strength 5y<. is shed such that

5Y, = - a ) 5 t ^ .

(3.7)

As a result of the bound vorticity change over a blade segment 6s, a trailing
vortex segment of strength Sy^ is generated such that:

8Y,

= ^ 5 s ,

(3.8)

where s is the spanwise blade coordinate.
These wake vortex elements are assumed to convect downstream at a constant
velocity which is determined at the time of their generation. The wake convection
velocity, U^, is a vector sum of the freestream velocity and the streamwise
component of the disturbance velocity:

U^ = U^ + U^-T.

(3.9)

Since the wake geometry depends upon the disturbance velocity and the
disturbance velocity is influenced by the wake geometry, they are mutually
dependent, and one cannot be determined without the other. As outlined earlier, a
solution is obtained through an iterative process in which ^^ is initially set to zero.
This allows the calculation of the angle of attack, blade forces, and vorticity
distributions at every point around the turbine. Based upon these parameters, ^^^ is
estimated, leading to new angles of attack, blade forces, and vorticity disQ-ibutions.
25

3.3 Numerical Model
For numerically modelling the Darrieus turbine, solutions are obtained at a set
number of angular locations, NSTA, and horizontal planes, NLEV. The angular
locations, or stations, are calculated by:

de=3|f^.

(3.10)

These divisions are illustrated in Figure 3.3.
At every station i and level j, the angle of attack is evaluated from the normal
and tangential components of the relative velocity:

/

U,( e. , s. ) • e„( 0. , s. ) \

a.. = tan-^ i j '
'•J

'

"

'^

) ,

(3.11)

^ U,( 0. , s. ) • e ( 0 . , s. ) ^

where

U,( 0. , s. ) = U« - r( s. ) CO e ( 0. , s. ) + U i 0. , s. ) ,

e„( 0. , s. ) = - sinO.T + cos0.T ,

(3.12)

and
e ( 0 . ,s. ) =
t^

1

J "^

COS0. i
1

+ sin0. j ,
1 -^

for i = 1 to NSTA, and j = 1 to NLEV. These values of ai allow a calculation of C^,
r, Y^, and U^ at each station and level.
Vorticity is shed between each station as governed by equation (3.7). Since
co5t = d0 ,
then.
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Top View
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Vertical Divisions

Side View

ound Level
Figure 3.3

Typicalrepresentationof Darrieus turbine model.
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dF
SYS = -dO—T
d0

=

-dr.

and
Ys = - f n O j ^ i ' V

-r(0. ,s. ) ] .

(3.14)

where i = 1 to NSTA and j = 1 to NLEV.

The spanwise variations in the bound vorticity results in the generation of
trailing vorticity. Rearranging equation (3.9), as done to (3.7), the trailing vorticity
can be expressed as:

Y^(0. , s.) = - [ r ( 0. , s. ) - r( 0. , s.^,) ] ,

(3.15)

for i = 1 to NSTA and j = 1 to NLEV.
An iterative process is then used to determine all of the appropriate
parameters, as outlined in Section 3.2. A flowchart for VDART-TURBO is
illustrated in Figure 3.4.

3.4 Blade Loading and Rotor Performance
Once the angle of attack is known, the total forces on the blade can be found
using the two-dimensional airfoil data. These forces, lift and drag, are then resolved
into tangential and normal components relative to the blade. Fj and Fp can be
expressed as:
F = i C p l , c U ^ ,
and
F„ = T C „ p l e C U ^ .
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where le is the elemental blade length, c is the chord length, p is the fluid density,
and Uf is the relative velocity magnitude. Ct and Cn are the tangential and normal
force coefficients, which arerelatedto the lift and drag by die following expressions:

C^ = Cj^ sina - Cj^ cosa ,

(3.17)

and
Cjj = - C cosa - C

sina .

1 ,.2
Nondimensionalizing Fj and Fn by y P '-'«» , C, and l^ yields:

and

F'=C

(HL)

The torque produced by a single blade element is given by:

r F
Te = T
'
2-J p R A U„

(3.19)

Nondimensionalizing by the appropriate parameters yields:

T!
= - RVA.^ '
^
F
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(3.20)

where R is the turbine radius at the equator, r is the radius at the current blade level,
and Ap is the frontal area of the turbine. The instantaneous power coefficient for the
blade element is:

Cpe = t ( ^ ) .

(3.21)

where XJj is the tangential blade velocity at the equator. The average power
coefficient for the entire rotor during onerevolutionis:

NSTA

'=P=NffAE
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NLEV-1

E

Cp,-

(3.22)

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, analysis results are presented for the two- and threedimensional turbine models described in Chapter III. Twenty-four equally spaced
angular positions or stations are used in the two-dimensional calculations while
twelve stations with eight vertical divisions are used in the three-dimensional
calculations. These turbinerepresentationsare illustrated in Figure 4.1. The number
of angular stations and vertical divisions is limited by the speed and memory of the
PC/AT level microcomputer used for the calculations.
Two- and three-dimensional analysisresultsare presented for three values of
tip-to-windspeed ratio: 2.5, 5.0, and 6.5. Equivalent results were obtained by
Sdickland (1979, 1981) using VDART2 and VDART3, widi the exception that a tipspeed of 7.5 was used instead of 6.5. In the present study, a tip speed ratio higher
than 6.5 can not be used successfully because of solution stability problems.

4.2 Blade Forces
Using the relations presented in Chapter III, the blade forces are evaluated for
each tip-to-windspeed ratio with the two versions of VDART-TURBO. The blade
forces and all other relevant parameters are plotted against angular position in the
two-dimensional analyses, while dieresultsfrom die diree-dimensional analyses may
be plotted as angular and/or spanwise distributions.
For a tip speed ratio of 2.5, the two- and three-dimensional results exhibit the
same general trends as predicted by VDART2. The two-dimensional tangential force
distribution is shown in Figure 4.2. The corresponding VDART results for a twodimensional rotor are also included in the figure. It may be noted that the maximum
discrepancy between the VDART2 and VDART2T results is approximately 10
percent, with die majority of die results differing by less than five percent.
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Figure 4.1

Two- and three-dimensional turbine models.
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Tangential force distribution X = 2.5, C/R = 0.135.
- VDART2T;
O VDART2. [Strickland, 1979]
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400.

The spanwise variation of the tangential force distribution for the threedimensional calculations is illustrated in Figure 4.3. These results exhibit large
nonuniform variations at the 315 degree rotor position. These variations are caused
by small spanwise variations in the local angle of attack, as illustrated in Figure 4.4.
For these small angle of attackfluctuations,comparatively largefluctuationsoccur in
the lift coefficient and tangential force distribution, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. It
should be noted that theserelativelylarge variations of lift coefficient will occur when
the angle of attack is in the linear regime of the lift curve.
The two-dimensional normal force distributions show very good agreement
with VDART2 results and experimental data, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. The
VDART2T normal force distribution differs by no more than five percent with the
VDART2 results. Although close agreement occurs elsewhere, the experimental
results do not correlate as well at the peaks, differing by as much as 25 percent. The
VDART3T blade force distributions. Figures 4.7 and 4.8, show the same trends as
the VDART2T and VDART2 counterparts. The normal force is not as sensitive to
angle of attack as the tangential force at substall angles of attack. Consequently, the
normal force distributions in Figures 4.6 and 4.8 do not exhibit the large excursions
evident in Figures 4.2 and 4.7 for the tangential force and lift.
The tangential force distribution for a tip speed of 5.0 exhibits very good
agreement in the two- and three-dimensional comparisons with VDART. The
VDART2T tangential force distribution is illustrated in Figure 4.9, with selected
VDART2 results included for comparison. Most of the VDART2 calculation results
are very close to those of VDART2T, with a maximum discrepancy of approximately
40 percent on the back side of the turbine. The VDART3T tangential force
distribution exhibits the same trends as the VDART3 counterpart. Though
undershooting the VDART3 predictions by about 40 percent at the peaks, most of the
other values correspond well, as illustrated in Figure 4.10. The seemingly random
fluctuations on the back side, as compared to the front side, are caused by the
propogating effects of the wake elements generated on the front, or upstream, side of
the turbine.
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Spanwise tangential force distribution. X = 2.5, C/R = 0.135.
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Tangential force distribution. X = 5.0.
- VDART2T, C/R = 0.135;
O VDART2, C/R = 0.15. [Strickland, 1979]
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400.

The VDART2T normal force distributions compare very well with
experimental data and VDART2 results, as illustrated in Figure 4.11. The
experimental data differ by a maximum of ten percent on the backside, while the
VDART2 and VDART2T results are practically identical.
The VDART3T tangential force distribution, along with predictions from
VDART3 is illustrated in Figure 4.12. The same trends are present, with especially
good agreement on the front side. The tangential force predicted by VDART3T
exceeds the VDART3resultsby about 40 percent on the back side.
The agreement in the blade force distributions for the higher tip speeds is not
as good as for the lower tip speeds. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 illustrate the tangential
and normal force distributions for VDART2T and VDART2. The trends in both the
two- and three-dimensional VDART-TURBO results are the same as the VDART2
trends, though the normal forces correspond more closely to VDART predictions
than the tangential forces. The VDART3T and VDART3 blade force results are
illustrated in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. Again, the trends are similar, while the normal
forces agree better than the tangential forces.
Although the normal and tangential force distributions exhibit most of the
same characteristics as their respective VDART counterparts, the magnitudes of the
tangential force distributions do not correspond nearly as well as those of the normal
force distributions. This is probably due to the fact that the tangential force values
are always about one order of magnitude smaller than the normal force values, which
makes the tangential force values more susceptible to errors associated with the wake
convection velocity assumption.

4.3 Convection Velocity and Wake Geometry
The wake convection velocity is assumed to maintain a constant value for
each individual vortex element in the wake stmcture, as explained in Chapter III.
The predicted convection velocity distributions for the two- and three-dimensional
rotors are presented in this section. The VDART-TURBO wake geometries are
compared to those predicted by VDART and observed experimentally.
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Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the two- and three-dimensional disuibutions of
wake velocity normalized by the freestream velocity for a tip speed ratio of 2.5. The
trends and peak values are very similar for the two- and three-dimensional convection
velocities. The VDART3T predictions of convection velocity diat are greater dian die
unit magnitude freestream may be better understood when die spanwise distributions
of wake convection velocity are examined. From Figure 4.19, it may be noted that
the convection velocities that exceed the freestream velocity occur only at the blade
ends.
The wake geometry is direcdy dependent upon the wake convection velocity.
The two-dimensional wake geometry for atipspeed of 2.5 (Figure 4.20) agrees well
with that predicted by VDART and obtained experimentally, as shown in Figure
4.21. The three-dimensional wake geometry, viewed from directly above the
turbine, (Figure 4.22) appearsreasonableand also corresponds well to Figure 4.21.
For a tip speed of 5.0, the two- and three-dimensional wake convection
velocity distributions agree very well, differing by about ten percent on the front
side, as illustrated in Figures 4.23 and 4.24. Figures 4.25 and 4.26 show the wake
geometries predicted by VDART2T and VDART2. It may be noted that the wake
expansion evident in the VDART2 calculations (Figure 4.26) is not replicated in the
VDART2T results shown in Figure 4.25. This is due to the fact that the lateral
induced velocities in the latter model are neglected in the wake development. The
same patterns and trends exist in the VDART3Tresults.Figure 4.27.
The wake convection velocity profile for a tip speed of 6.5, Figure 4.28,
follows the same pattern, both in magnitudes and extrema locations. The main
difference is the decrease in magnitudes along the curves. The convection velocity
decreases from a minimum of 0.75 for the 5.0 tip speed to roughly 0.6 for the 6.5
case, on the front side. On the back side, it decreases from a minimum of 0.36 to
about 0.13. This constitutes a 20 percent drop on the front side and a 63 percent
drop on the back side. For the three-dimensional case (Figure 4.29), the decreases in
convection velocity are not as great, with a six percent drop on the front and a 36
percent drop on the back.
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Figure 4.17 Wake convection velocity distribution predicted by VDART2T
for >. = 2.5, C/R = 0.135.
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Figure 4.18 Wake convection velocity distribution predicted by VDART3T
for X = 2.5, C/R = 0.135.
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Figure 4.22 Wake geometry predicted by VDART3T for X = 2.5, C/R = 0.135.
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Figure 4.23 Wake convection velocity distribution predicted by VDART2 l'
for A. = 5.0, C/R = 0.135.
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Figure 4.24 Wake convection velocity distribution predicted by VDART3T
for X, = 2.5, C/R =0.135.
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Figure 4.25 Wake geometry predicted by VDART2T for X = 2.5, C/R = 0.135.
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Figure 4.26 Wake geometry predicted by VDART2 for X = 2.5, C/R = 0.135.
[Suickland, 1979]
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Figure 4.27 Wake geometry predicted by VDART3T for X = 2.5, C/R = 0.135.
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Figure 4.28 Wake convection velocity distribution predicted by VDART2T
for A. = 6.5, C/R = 0.135.
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Figure 4.29 Wake convection velocity distribution predicted by VDART3T
for A. = 6.5, C/R = 0.135.
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The smaller convection velocity magnitude on the back side of the turbine
causes the wake elements generated there to convect more slowly downstream than
their frontside counterparts. At tip speeds greater than or equal to 6.5, the wake
tends to convect upstream, recirculating through the turbine. The resulting wake
geometries are illustrated in Figures 4.30 and 4.31. Figure 4.32 is the VDART3T
prediction of the wake geometry at the equatorial plane. It is very similar to those
determined with VDART2T (Figure 4.30), and by VDART (Figure 4.33). The only
exception is the portion of the two-dimensional wake that convects upstream more
than previously encountered. This is a result of the wake recirculation predicted by
the VDART2T code at the highertipspeeds.
The geometry depicted in Figure 4.30 is obtained after 18 iterations, or
revolutions, while Figure 4.34 is the geometry two iterations later. The latter grows
increasingly unstable as the iterations continue. All of the other cases converge to
steady distributions of the relevant parameters except for the highest tip speed in the
two-dimensional model. The errors become more exaggerated as the number of
iterations increase. The cause for this is believed to be the recirculation of the wake
and the continual accumulation of vortex elements in the vicinity of the rotors. These
vorticies erratically and unpredictably induce velocities which foster instability after
many iterations.

4.4 Performance Results
The values of power coefficient, Cp, obtained for each of the tipspeeds
analyzed is given in TABLE 1. The VDART2T coefficient of power for atipspeed
ratio of 5.0 is 25 percent lower than its VDART2 counterpart, while at 2.5 it is
extremely close, as illustrated in Figure 4.35. Figure 4.36 presents a comparison of
the streamtube model, DART, the vortex model, VDART, Sandia Test Data and
VDART3T results. At a tip speed ratio of 2.5, the VDART3T coefficient of power
differs with the corresponding VDART3 values by less than ten percent, while at
5.0, the margin of difference increases to about 42 percent. A 60 percent difference
is observed at a tip speed of 6.5.
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Figure 4.30 Wake geometry predicted by VDART2T after 18 iterations
for A. = 6.5, C/R = 0.135.
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Figure 4.31 Wake geometry predicted by VDART3T for X = 6.5, C/R = 0.135.
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Figure 4.33 Wake geometry predicted by VDART2 for X = 7.5, C/R = 0.135.
[Strickland, 1979]
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Figure 4.33 Wake geometry predicted by VDART2 for X = 7.5, C/R = 0.135.
[Strickland, 1979]
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Figure 4.34 Wake geometry predicted by VDART2T after twenty iterations
for A. = 6.5, C/R = 0.135.
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TABLE 1 Comparison of times to convergence; total CPUtimeand Cp

MODEL

VDART2T

TIPSPEED

2.5

5.0

Number of revs.

1

4

Time for 1 rev

15 sec

23 sec

Total CPU time

15 sec

Cp

0.01

VDART3T
6.5

2.5

5.0

6.5

2

5

8

14 min

14 min

14min

92 sec

28 min

70 min

112 min

0.176

0.007

0.167

0.093

72 sec
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Figure 4.35 Comparison of calculated power coefficients for VDART2 and
VDART2T.
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To obtain more accurate results with the present model, one must perform the
analysis with more angular and vertical divisions. This will require the use of a
computer faster than the PC/AT level microcomputer used in the present study. The
original computer processing times for the VDART models were quite long. For
similar models, the CPU time for VDART3 on the CDC 7600 computer were on the
order of one hour [Strickland, 1979], CPU times for the VDART-TURBO model
for each of the relevant tip speed ratios are provided in TABLE I. The significant
decrease in computer time is achieved by incorporating the time-saving
simplifications described in Chapter III.

4.5 Summary
The blade forces for each of the cases analyzed agree well with VDART
results; tending to maintain the same trends, and differing more as the tip speed
increases. Good results are also obtained for the wake convection velocity
distributions, yielding wake geometries that compare well with those predicted by
VDART and observed experimentally. The effects of dynamic stall are evident at the
low-range of tip speeds, causing VDART-TURBO to considerably underpredict the
values of the power coefficient established by previous studies. As for all VDART
models, the recirculation of the wake at the higher tip speeds causes problems in the
solution. Theresultsobtained in both two- and three-dimensional analyses are quite
good considering the coarseness of the turbine model.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The study of a faster and more versatile vortex model for the Darrieus
turbine, VDART-TURBO, is presented in this report. The improved computation
speed is accomplished through the simplifying assumption of constant wake
convection velocities. Although this is an additional approximation beyond the basic
VDART model, the accuracy and validity of the results are not gready reduced. The
CPU time savings achieved are evidenced by the fact that VDART-TURBO models
can be run on a PC/AT level microcomputer with about the same CPU time
requirements as previous VDART models running on a mainfirame computers.
VDART-TURBO also improves the versatility of the vortex method for
Darrieus turbines. The current version of VDART-TURBO may be extended to
include second order effects such as atmospheric turbulence. Because of the large
computational requirements, VDART codes of the past would not allow this
extension.
Additionalrefinementsare needed before VDART-TURBO can be useful as a
design tool. The immediate need is to move the code development to a super-micro
or minicomputer. This will significandy decrease the current CPU time so that a
more exact model can be used. This will allow for fine tuning of the present
program, so that the next stages of development can be begun. The next step should
be to include the effects of dynamic stall, wind shear, and atmospheric turbulence.
Even with these and more additions, the analysis should not become CPU time
prohibitive.
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APPENDIX A
PROGRAM LISTING FOR VDART2T

PROGRAM VDART2T
'$INCLUDE:•VDART2T.TXT'
IMPLICIT REAL*8
(A-H,0-Z)
CHARACTER*30 YL(ll)
CHARACTER*72 LINE,XLABEL*30,YLABEL*30,TITLE*70, READY*!, FNAME*14
LOGICAL
DONE,STEADY
REAL*8
LAMDA
REAL*8
CT(40),CN(40),GR(40) , ALPHA(40)
REAL*8
GW(40,20),VW(40,20)
REAL*8
TALPHAOO) ,TCL(30) ,TCD(30) ,DATA(3) ,RDATA(11,40)
REAL*8
CL(40),CD(40),THETA(40),FT(40),FN(40),TORQUE(40)
COMMON/COMl/ CT,CN,GR,GW,VW,TALPHA,TCL,TCD,DATA, ALPHA, RDATA
C0MM0N/C0M2/ UREL,VREL,UTAN,UNORM,THETA,TR,CPL
C0MM0N/C0M3/ CHORD,LAMDA,DTHETA,PI,TWOPI, PERIOD, DT, RC
C0MM0N/C0M4/ NSTA,NDAT,IREV,KMAX,INK,ICON,ISRC,STEADY

lOPT = 1
CALL INPUT

c
30

CONTINUE

C
CALL START
C
IREV = 0
lOPT = 0
CALL CLRSCR(O)
CALL REVIEW(lOPT)

c
IF (lOPT.EQ.O) GOTO 30

c
50

CONTINUE
CPL = O.DO
TR = O.DO
IREV = IREV + 1
DO 100 JB=1,NSTA
WRITE(*,•(1H,I3) ) JB
XBl = - DSIN(THETA(JB))
YBl =
DCOS(THETA(JB))
XB2 = - DSIN(THETA(JB)+PI)
YB2 =
DCOS(THETA(JB)+PI)
JB2 = IMOD(JB+NSTA/2.D0)
CALL
CALL
CALL

INDVEL(XB1,YB1,XB2,YB2,GR(JB2),DUB,DVB)
WAKVEL(XB1,YBl,JB,DUW1,DVW1)
WAKVEL(XB1,YBl,JB2,DUW2,DVW2)

UREL - l.D0+LAMDA*DCOS(THETA(JB))+DUB+DUW1+DUW2
VREL - LAMDA*DSIN(THETA(JB))+DVB+DVW1+DVW2
UTAN - UREL*DCOS(THETA(JB))fVREL*DSIN(THETA(JB) )
UNORM - -UREL*DSIN(THETA(JB))+VREL*DCOS(THETA(JB))
ALPHA(JB) = DATAN2(UNORM,UTAN)
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CALL AIRFOIL(ALPHA(JB),CL(JB),CD(JB))

100

CT{JB) = -CL(JB)*DSIN(ALPHA(JB))+CD(JB)*DCOS(ALPHA(JB))
CN(JB) = CL(JB)*DCOS(ALPHA(JB))+CD(JB)*DSIN(ALPHA(JB))
URMAG = DSQRT(UREL*UREL + VREL*VREL)
GR(JB) = -0.5D0*URMAG*CL(JB)*CHORD
GW(JB,1) = -(GR(IMOD(JB))-GR(IMOD(JB-l)))
VW(JB,1) = UREL-LAMDA*DCOS(THETA(JB))
FT(JB) = -CT(JB)*URMAG*URMAG
FN(JB) = CN(JB)*URMAG*URMAG
TORQUE(JB) = CHORD * FT(JB)/2,D0
TR = TR + TORQUE(JB)
CPL = CPL + TORQUE(JB) * UTAN
RDATA(1,JB) = THETA(JB)*180,DO/PI
RDATA(2,JB) = ALPHA(JB)*180.DO/PI
RDATA(3,JB) = CL(JB)
RDATA(4,JB) = CD(JB)
RDATA(5,JB) = FT(JB)
RDATA(6,JB) = FN(JB)
RDATA(7,JB) = GR(JB)
RDATA(8,JB) =GW(JB,1)
RDATA(9,JB) = VW(JB, 1)
RDATA(10,JB) = TORQUE(JB)
CONTINUE

200
300

CPL = CPL/NSTA
DO 300 KK=1,KMAX
DO 200 J=1,NSTA
IF (.NOT.STEADY) THEN
GW(J,KK+1) = GW(J,KK)
VW(J,KK+1) = VW(J,KK)
ELSE
GW(J,KK) = GW(J, 1)
VW(J,KK) = VW(J, 1)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

C
CALL REVIEW(lOPT)
IF(IOPT.EQ.0)THEN
GOTO 30
ELSEIF(lOPT.EQ.1)THEN
GOTO 50
ELSE
ENDIF
END

SUBROUTINE INDVEL(RXl,RYl,RX2,RY2, G,CU, CV)
C
S^NCLUDE:•VDART2T.TXT'
C
RX = RX1-RX2
RY = RY1-RY2
R = DSQRT(RX*RX+RY*RY)
C
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C
C

*

RANKINE VORTEX VELOCITY
IF (R .LT.l.D-6) THEN
CU = O.DO
CV = O.DO
ELSE
VMAG = G*(1.D0-DEXP(-1.26D0*(R/RC)**2))/(TWOPI*R)
ARGl = -1.26D0*(R/RC)**2
ARG2 = -ARGl
IF (ARG2.LE.60.D0)THEN
EX = DEXP(ARGl)
ELSE
EX = O.DO
ENDIF
SUM = 1.DO-EX
VMAG = G*SUM/(TWOPI*R)
CU = -VMAG*RY/R
CV = VMAG*RX/R
ENDIF

C
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE WAKVEL(XBl,YBl,JB,DU,DV)
C
$INCLUDE:•VDART2T.TXT'
C
C
C
K IS REV COUNTER: 1=IN PROGRESS; 2=LAST COMPLETED; 3=ALL OTHERS
C
DU = O.DO
DV = O.DO
K = 0
10
K = K + 1
DONE =• .TRUE.
IF(K,EQ.1)THEN
N = JB - 1
TBASE = (JB-1)*DT
DONE = .FALSE.
ELSE
N = NSTA
TBASE = (JB-1)*DT+PERI0D*(K-1)
ENDIF
C
C
CALCULATE VELOCITY INDUCED BY WAKE
C
DO 200 1=1,N
XW = -DSIN( (I-l) *DTHETA)+VW(I, K)'(TBASE-d-l) *DT)
YW = DCOS((I-l)*DTHETA)
C
CALL INDVEL(XBl,YBl,XW,YW,GW(I. K) ,TU,TV)
C
DU - DU + TU
DV - DV + TV
DONE - DONE.AND.(XW.GE.4.DO)
200 CONTINUE
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IF (K.GE.KMAX) RETURN
IF(.NOT.DONE) GOTO 10
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE INPUT
$INCLUDE: 'VDART2T.TXT'
C
ICON=0
ISRC=5
CALL CLRSCR(O)
WRITE(ICON,9004)
WRITE(ICON,9001)' *
WRITE(ICON,9001)' *
WRITE(ICON,9001)• *
VDART2T — VDART2-TURBO
WRITE(ICON,9001)' *
WRITE(ICON,9001)• * * * * * * * *
WRITE(ICON,9004)
WRITE(ICON,9005)• INPUT DATA FILE:
READ(ICON,9000)FNAME
OPEN(ISRC,FILE=FNAME,STATUS='OLD')

100

DO 100 1=1,3
READ(ISRC,9000)LINE
WRITE(ICON,9000)LINE
CONTINUE
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

200
C
C

CLRSCR(O)
RDRL (ICON,ISRC,CHORD)
RDINT(ICON,ISRC,NDAT)
RDINT(ICON,ISRC,NSTA)
RDINT(ICON,ISRC,KMAX)
RDRL(ICON,ISRC,RC)

DO 200 1=1,NDAT
CALL RDRLS(ICON,ISRC,DATA,3)
TALPHA(I)=DATA(1)
TCL(I)=DATA(2)
TCD(I)=DATA(3)
CONTINUE
CONSTANTS AND PARAMETERS

c
PI=3.141592654D0
TWOPI=6.283185307D0
DTHETA=TWOPI/NSTA
INK - 3
STEADY = .TRUE.
CLOSE(ISRC)
9000 FORMAT(A)
9001 FORMAT(IX,A)
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9002
9003
9004
9005

F0RMAT(1X,A25,1X,F9.4)
FORMAT(IX,A25,IX,15)
FORMAT(//)
F0RMAT(1X,A\)

c
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE START
C
SINCLUDE:•VDART2T.TXT'
C
CALL CLRSCR(O)
WRITE(ICON,9005)' INPUT TIP SPEED: '
READ(*,*)LAMDA
C
DT=DTHETA/LAMDA
PERIOD=TWOPI/LAMDA
C
C
INITIALIZE ARRAYS
C
DO 500 J=1,NSTA
THETA(J) = (J-1) *DTHETA
ALPHA(J) = DATAN(-DSIN(THETA(J))/(DCOS(THETA(J))+LAMDA))
C
CALL AIRFOIL(ALPHA{J),CL(J),CD(J))
C
UREL = l.D0+LAMDA*DCOS(THETA(J))
VREL - LAMDA*DSIN(THETA(J))
URMAG = DSQRT(UREL**2+VREL**2)
CT(J) = -CL(J)*DSIN(ALPHA(J))+CD(J)*DCOS(ALPHA(J))
CN(J) = CL(J)*DCOS(ALPHA(J))+CD(J)*DSIN(ALPHA(J))
GR(J) = -0.5D0*URMAG*CL(J)*CHORD
FT(J) = -CT(J)*URMAG**2
FN(J) = CN(J)*URMAG**2
TORQUE(J) = CHORD*FT(J)/2.D0
TR = TR+TORQUE(J)
CPL = CPL+TORQUE(J)* UTAN
500 CONTINUE
DO 550 J=1,NSTA
VW(J,1) = l.DO
GW(J,1) = -(GR(IMOD(J))-GR(IMOD(J-l)))
550 CONTINUE
DO 570 KL00P-2,KMAX
DO 560 J=1,NSTA
GW(J,KLOOP) = GW(J,1)
VW(J,KLOOP) = l.DO
CONTINUE
560
570 CONTINUE
DO 600
J = 1,NSTA
RDATA(1,J) - THETA(J)*180.DO/PI
RDATA(2,J) = ALPHA(J)•180.DO/PI
RDATA(3,J) - CL(J)
RDATA(4,J) = CD(J)
RDATA(5,J) - FT(J)
RDATA(6,J) - FN(J)
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600

RDATA(7,J) = GR(J)
RDATA(8,J) = GW(J,1)
RDATA(9,J) = VW(J,1)
RDATA(10,J) = TORQUE(J)
CONTINUE

9005 FORMAT(IX,A\)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE REVIEW(10
C
C REVIEW SOLUTIC3N RESULTS
$INCLUDE:•VDART2T.TXT'
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

YL(1)
YL(2)
YL(3)
YL(4)
YL(5)
YL(6)
YL(7)
YL(8)
YL(9)

/'ALPHA!•
/'CL!'/
/'CD!'/
/'FT!'/
/'FN!'/
/'GR!'/
/'GW!'/
/'VW!'/
/'TE!'/

10

CONTINUE
IDEV = 0

15

CALL CLRSCR(ICON)
WRITE(ICON,9003)
WRITE(ICON,'(/)')
WRITE(ICON,9000)
WRITEdCON, ' ( / ) •)
WRITE(ICON,9000)
WRITEdCON, 9 0 0 0 )
WRITEdCON, 9 0 0 0 )
WRITEdCON, 9 0 0 0 )
WRITEdCON, 9 0 0 0 )
WRITE(ICON,9000)
WRITE(ICON,9000)
WRITEdCON, 9 0 0 0 )
WRITEdCON, 9 0 0 0 )
WRITE(ICON,9000)
WRITEdCON, 9 0 0 0 )
WRITEdCON, 9 0 0 0 )
WRITEdCON, 9 0 0 0 )
WRITEdCON, 9 0 0 0 )
WRITE(ICON,9000)
WRITEdCON, ' ( / ) • )

20

'POWER COEF. = •,CPL
'SOLUTION RESULTS:'
'
'
'
'
'

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

•

6.

' 7.
' 8.
' 9.
• 10.
• 11.
• 12.
• 13.
• 14.
• 15.

ANGLE OF ATTACK'
LIFT COEFFICIENT'
DRAG COEFFICIENT'
TANGENTIAL FORCE'
NORMAL FORCE'
BOUND CIRCULATION'
WAKE VORTICITY'
WAKE VELOCITY'
TORQUE'
PLOT WAKE'
WRITE RESULTS'
EXIT PROGRAM'
RESTART WITH NEW TIP SPEED
PLOTTER OUTPUT'
CONTINUE'

CONTINUE

WRITEdCON, r*001) 'SELECTION (1/15): '
READ (*,*) ISEL
IF (1 .LE. ISEL .AND. ISEL .LE. 9) THEN
CALL INITdDEV)
YMIN - RDATA(ISEL+1, 1)
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YMAX = YMIN
DO 100 I = 1,NSTA
IF (RDATAdSEL+l, I) ,GT. YMAX) YMAX = RDATA (ISEL+1, I)
IF (RDATAdSEL+l, I) .LT. YMIN) YMIN = RDATA (ISEL^-1, I)
100
CONTINUE
XMIN = RDATA(1,1)
XMAX = RDATA(1,NSTA)
TITLE = ' !'
XLABEL = 'ROTOR POSITION!'
YLABEL = YLdSEL)
CALL PLOT(XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,TITLE,XLABEL,YLABEL)
WRITEdDEV, • (//1X,A,F6.2) •) • TIPSPEED =', LAMDA
WRITE(IDEV,'(IX,A,13)')
' REV NUMBER =',IREV
XI = RDATA(1,1)
Yl = RDATA(ISEL+1,1)
CALL MVABS2(XI,Yl)
CALL PEN(3)
CALL PENDN
DO 200 I=2,NSTA+1
IF(I.LE.NSTA)THEN
XI = RDATA(1,1)
Yl = RDATAdSEL+l, I)
ELSE
XI = 360.0
Yl = RDATA(ISEL+1, 1)
ENDIF
CALL MVABS2(X1, Yl)
200
CONTINUE
CALL PENUP
READ(ICON,•(A)') LINE
IDEV - 0
CALL FINISH
ELSE IF (ISEL .EQ. 10) THEN
CALL PLOTWKdDEV)
READ (ICON, ' (A) •) LINE
IDEV = 0
CALL FINISH
ELSE IF (ISEL .EQ. 11) THEN
WRITEdDEV, ' (///) ')
CALL CLRSCR(O)
WRITEdDEV, ' (A) ') 'JB TH
AOA
CL
CD
FT
FN
/
GR
GW
VW TE'
WRITEdDEV, '(/)')
DO 300
I = 1,NSTA
WRITEdDEV, 9002) I, (RDATA (J, I) , J=l,10)
300
CONTINUE
WRITEdDEV, • (//) )
WRITEdDEV, 9003) ROTOR TORQUE COEFF. = • ,TR
WRITEdDEV, 9003) ROTOR POWER COEFF. = •,CPL
READ(ICON, (A) •) LINE
IDEV = 0
ELSE IF (ISEL .EQ. 12) THEN
STOP
ELSE IF (ISEL
.EQ. 13) THEN
lOPT = 0
GOTO 30
ELSE IF (ISEL
.EQ. 14) THEN
IDEV - 1
GO TO 15
ELSE IF (ISEL
.EQ. 15) THEN
lOPT - 1
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h.

GOTO 30
ELSE
WRITEdCON, 9000) 'INVALID SELECTION*
GOTO 20
lOPT = 1
GOTO 30
ENDIF
GOTO 10
9000
9001
9002
9003
30

FORMAT(IX,A)
FORMAT(IX,A\)
FORMAT(IX,12,10(IX,F6.2))
FORMAT(IX,A,F8.3)
RETURN
END

FUNCTION IMOD(I)
C
$INCLUDE:'VDART2T.TXT•
IF(I.GT.NSTA)THEN
IMOD-I-NSTA
ELSE IFd.LT.DTHEN
IMOD-I+NSTA
ELSE
IMOD-I
ENDIF
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE AIRFOIL(AOA,CCL,CCD)
C
$INCLUDE:'VDART2T.TXT'
C
ALFA - AOA*360.ODO/TWOPI
IF(ALFA.GT.180.0D0) ALFA=-(360.0D0-ALFA)
SGN = DSIGNd. ODO, ALFA)
ALFA - SGN*ALFA
C
I"0
10
CONTINUE
I-I+l
IF(ALFA.GE.TALPHA(I) .AND.ALFA.LE.TALPHAd + l) ) GOTO 20
GOTO 10
C
C
INTERPOLATE ON ALPHA IN DATA FILE TO GET CL AND CD
C
20
CONTINUE
XA-(ALFA-TALPHA(I))/(TALPHA(I+1)-TALPHA(I) )
CCL-TCLd) +XA*(TCL(I + 1) -TCL(I) )
CCD-TCD(I)+XA*(TCD(I + 1)-TCD(I) )
CCL-CCL*SGN
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RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE PLOTWKdDEV)

c
SINCLUDE:'VDART2T.TXT'
C
ICON=0
CALL INITdDEV)
XI = 0.0
X2 = 4.0
Yl = -2.0
Y2 - 2.0
TITLE = • 1 •
XLABEL = "WAKE GEOMETRY!
YLABEL = ' 1 •
CALL VWPORT(0.DO,l.DO,O.DO,l.DO)
CALL WINDOW(0.DO,l.DO,O.DO, l.DO)
CALL PLOT(XI,X2,Yl,Y2,TITLE,XLABEL,YLABEL)
K=0
10
K=K+1
DONE = .TRUE.
TBASE = PERIOD*K
XLAST - KMAX*PERIOD
YLAST = O.DO
CALL MVABS2(XLAST,YLAST)
CALL PEN(INK)
CALL PENDN
DO 300 K = KMAX,1,-1
DO 200 J = 1, NSTA
T = K*PERIOD - (J-1)*DT
XW = - DSIN((J-1)*DTHETA) + VW(J,K)*T
YW = DCOS((J-1)*DTHETA)
CALL MVABS2(XW,YW)
200
CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE
CALL PENUP
9004 FORMAT(• TIP SPEED ='',F4.2,
9005 FORMAT(' REV NUMBER = M' 3 , '!
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX B
DATA FILE FOR VDART2T

0.15
30
24
15
0.1

CHORD TO RADIUS RATIO (CHORD)
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS (NDAT)
NUMBER OF STATIONS (NSTA)
NUMBER OF WAKE REVOLUTIONS(KMAX)
CORE RADIUS (RC)
ALPHA

CL

CD

0.0
2.0
5.0
8.0
10.0
11.0
15.0
18.0
21.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
90.0
100.0
110.0
120.0
130.0
140.0
150.0
154.0
160.0
164.0
168.0
170.0
172.0
175.0
180.0

0.0000
0.2500
0.5175
0.7300
0.7800
0.7650
0.7175
0.7000
0.6975
0.9546
1.1200
1.1000
0.9700
0.7100
0.4100
0.0900
-0.2300
-0.5300
-0,8000
-0.9800
-1.0500
-0.9400
-0.8400
-0.7000
-0.6800
-0.7100
-0.7400
-0,8400
-0.5000
0.0000

0.0180
0.0188
0.0236
0.0335
0.0880
0.1080
0.1905
0.2580
0.2855
0.6666
1.0100
1.3700
1.7000
1.9300
2.0500
2.0700
2,0400
1.8900
1,6900
1.4100
1.0900
0.7200
0.5600
0.3700
0.2700
0.2100
0.1800
0.1500
0.0800
0,0300
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APPENDIX C
PROGRAM LISTING FOR VDART3T
program vciart3t
*$include:•VDART3T.H'
c
implicit real*8
(a-h,o-z)
character*30 yl(ll),title(111)
character*l
sel,ready*l,fname*14
character*72 line,xlabel*30,ylabel*30
logical
done,steady
real*8
lamda,mag
real*8
theta(20),vw(20,10),gr(20,10) ,gtw(20,10)
real*8
talpha(30),tcl(30),ted(30) , data(3)
real*8
gsw(20,10),rdata(12,20, 10)
real*8
cx(20,10),cy(20,10),cz(20,10)
real*8
qx(20,10),qy(20,10) ,qz(20,10)
real*8
s(10),nx(20,10),ny(20,10),nz(20,10),rt(10), rcent(10)
real*8
rpx(20,10),rpy(20,10),rpz(20,10),tx(20,10),ty(20,10)
common/comla/ theta,vw,gr,gtw
common/com2a/ talpha,tcl,ted,data
common/com3a/ gsw,rdata
common/com4a/ cx,cy,cz,qx,qy,qz
common/com5a/ s,nx,ny,nz,rt,rcent
common/com6a/ rpx,rpy,rpz,tx,ty
common/comlr/ vwx,vwy,vwz,wxmin,wxmax,wymin,wymax
common/com2r/ urel,vrel,utan,unorm,cp,af
common/eom3r/ chord,lamda,dtheta,pi,twopi,period,dt,re
common/eomli/ nsta,ndat,irev,kmax,nlev,htod
common/com2i/ inic, icon,isre, mag, done, steady
data iopt /O/

30

ieon=0
isre=5
call input
call rgeom
continue
call turn(iopt)
call review(iopt)
goto 30
end

subroutine input
Sinclude:'VDART3T,H'
c
call clrser(O)
c
write(icon,9004)
write(icon,9001)'
w r i t e d c o n , 9001) '

*
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I

writedcon,9001) • *
VDART3T — VDART3-TURB0
*'
writedcon, 9001) ' *
*•
write(icon,9001) * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
write(icon,9004)
write{icon,9005)' Input Data File: '
fname = 'VDAT'
read(icon,9000)fname
opendsrc, file= fname, status = 'OLD')

100

do 100 i=l,3
read(isrc,9000)line
write(icon,9000)line
continue

e
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call
call

clrscr(O)
rdrl (icon,isrc,chord)
rdint(icon,isrc,ndat)
rdint(icon,isrc,nsta)
rdint(icon,isrc,nlev)
rdint(icon,isrc,kmax)
rdrl(icon,isrc,re)
rdrl(icon,isrc,htod)
rdrl(icon,isrc,vwx)
rdrl(icon,isrc,vwy)
rdrl(icon,isrc,vwz)
rdrl(icon,isrc,wxmin)
rdrl(icon,isrc,wxmax)
rdrl(icon,isrc,wymin)
rdrl(icon,isrc,wymax)

c

200
c
c
c

do 200 i=l,ndat
call rdrls(icon,isrc,data,3)
talpha(i)=data(l)
tcl(i)=data(2)
tcd(i)=data(3)
continue
constants and parameters
pi=3.141592654d0
twopi=6.283185307d0
dtheta=twopi/nsta
af = 8.d0 * htod / 3.d0
ink = 3
steady = .true,

c
close(isrc)
c
9000
9001
9003
9004
9005

format(a)
format(Ix,a)
format(lx,a25,Ix,15)
format(//)
format(Ix,a\)

c
return
end
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subroutine rgeom
c
$ineiude:'VDART3T.H'
c
do 300 j = 1, nsta
theta(j) = (j-1) * dtheta
do 100 k = 1, nlev
rpz(j,k) = 2.d0*(k-l)*htod/(nlev-l)
rt(k) = l.dO - 4.dO*(rpz(j,k)/(2.d0*htod) -0,5d0)
rpx(j,k) = -rt(k) * dsin (theta (j) )
rpy(j,k) = rt(k) * dcos (theta ( j) )
100
continue
do 200 k = 1, nlev-1
cx(j,k) = 0,5d0*( rpx(j,k) + r p x ( j , k + l ) )
cy(j,k) = 0.5d0*( rpy(j,k) + r p y ( j , k + l ) )
cz(j,k) = 0.5d0*( rpz(j,k) + r p z ( j , k + l ) )
rcent(k) = l.dO - 4,dO*(ez(j,k)/(2.dO*htod) -0.5d0)**2
sx = rpx(j,k + l) - rpx(j,k)
sy = rpy(j,k + l) - rpy(j,k)
sz = rpz(j,k + l) - rpz(j,k)
s(k) = dsqrt(sx*sx + sy*sy + sz*sz)
tx(j,k) = dcos (theta (j) )
ty(j,k) = dsin(theta( j) )
nx(j,k) = - sz * ty(j,k)
ny(j,k) =
sz * tx(j,k)
nz(j,k) sx * ty(j,k) - sy * tx(j,k)
mag = dsqrt( nx(j,k)**2 + ny(j,k)**2 + nz(j,k)**2 )
nx(j,k) = nx(j,k) / mag
ny(j,k) = ny(j,k) / mag
nz ( j,k) = nz ( j,k) / mag
200
continue
300 continue
e
call clrscr(O)
writedcon, ' (IX,A\) •)
&
'Draw turbine geometry on sereen(s) or plotter(p): '
read(ieon,'(A)') line
if (line .eq, 'p') then
call initd)
else
call init(O)
endif
call vwposn(0.8d0,I,d0,0,3d0)
call window(-1.3d0,1.3d0,0,OdO,2,6d0)
do 500 j=l,nsta
call mvabs3(rpx(j,1),rpy(j,1),rpz(j,1))
call pendn
do 400 k=2,nlev
call mvabs3( rpx(j,k),rpy(j,k),rpz(j, k) )
400
continue
call penup
500 continue
do 600 k=l,nlev
call mvabs3( rpx(1,k),rpy(1,k),rpz(1,k) )
e^ll pendn
do 550 j=2,nsta
call mvabs3( rpx(j,k),rpy(j,k),rpz(j,k) )
550
continue
call mvabs3( rpx(1,k),rpy(1,k),rpz(1,k) )
call penup
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600

continue
pause
call clrscr(O)
return
end

subroutine review(iopt)
e
$inelude:'VDART3T.H'
c
e
review solution results
10
15

continue
call clrscr(icon)

w r i t e d c o n , 9002) power eoef. = ', cp
writedcon, ' ( / ) ' )

20

writedcon, 9000) Solution Results:'
write(icon,'(/)•)
writedcon, 9000)
A) Angle of attack'
writedcon, 9000)
B) Lift coefficient'
writedcon, 9000)
C) Drag coefficitnt"
writedcon, 9000)
D) Tangential force'
writedcon, 9000)
E) Normal force'
write(icon,9000)
F) Bound vorticity'
writedcon, 9000)
G) Shed vorticity'
writedcon, 9000)
H) Trailing vorticity'
writedcon, 9000)
I) Wake convection velocity'
write(icon,9000)
J) Torque'
writedcon,9000)
K) Plot wake geometry'
writedcon,9000)
L) Exit program'
writedcon, 9000)
M) Restart with new tip speed'
writedcon, 9000)
N) Continue <DEFAULT>'
writedcon, • (//) ')
continue
writedcon, 9001) 'Selection (A/M)? •
read (icon,'(A)') sel
if ('a' .le. sel .and. sel le, 'm') sel = char(ichar(sel)-32)
if ('A' ,le. sel .and. sel .le. 'J') then
write(icon,'(Ix,a\)')'Angular(A) or span(S) distribution?
read(icon,'(a)') line
if (line .eq. 's* .or, line .eq. 'S') then
call out2(sel)
else
call outl(sel)
endif
else if (sel .eq. 'K') then
call plwake
readdcon, ' (A) ') line
'L') then
else if (sel .eq. 'L')
stop
else if (sel . eq. M') then
iopt - 0
goto 30
•) then
else if (sel .eq, N' .or. sel .eq.
iopt - 1
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goto 30
else
goto 20
endif
goto 10
30
9000
9001
9002

continue
format(lx,a)
format(lx,a\)
format(lx,a,f7 3)
return
end

subroutine outl(sel)
Sinclude; 'VDART3T.H'
c
data y l d ) ,titled) /'ALPHA!','ANGLE OF ATTACK'/
data yl(2),title(2) /'CL!','LIFT COEFFICIENT'/
data yl(3),title(3) /'CD!','DRAG COEFFICIENT'/
data yl(4),title(4) /'FT!','TANGENTIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT'/
data yl(5),title(5) /'FN!','NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT'/
data yl(6),title(6) /'GB!','BOUND VORTICITY'/
data yl(7),title(7) /'GSW!',"SHED VORTICITY'/
data yl(8),title(8) /•GTW!','TRAILING VORTICITY'/
data yl(9),title(9) /'VW!',*WAKE VELOCITY'/
data yl(lO),title(10) /'TE!','TORQUE COEFFICIENT'/
isel = ichar(sel)-64
if (isel .eq. 9 .or. isel .eq. 8) then
ndata = nlev
else
ndata = nlev-1
endif
call clrscr(O)
write (icon,9000)
write (icon,9001) title(isel)
write (icon,9002)
write (icon,9003) 'Graphical(G) or tabular(T) output?
read
(icon,9004) line
if (line .eq. 'T' .or, line .eq. 't') then
call openf(iout)
writedout, 9001) title(isel)
do 50 j = 1,ndata
if (isel .eq. 9 .or. isel .eq 8) then
write (iout,9005) rpz(l,j)
else
write (iout,9005) czd,j)
endif
1, n s t a)
write (iout,9006) (rdata(isel+1,i, j),
50
continue
if (iout ,ne. icon) then
close(iout)
else
read (icon,9004) line
endif
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100
200

300
400

else
write(icon,9003)'Graphical output to screen(S) or plotter(P)?'
read
(icon,9004) line
if (line .eq. 'P' .or. line .eq. 'p') then
write (icon,9001) 'Prepare plotter and press <RETURN> '
read (icon,9004) line
idev = 1
else
idev = 0
endif
call init(idev)
ymin = rdata(isel+1,1,1)
ymax = ymin
do 200 i = l,nsta
do 100 k = 1,ndata
if (rdatadsel + l, i,k) .gt.ymax) then
ymax = rdata(isel+l,i,k)
else if (rdata(isel+l,i,k).It.ymin) then
ymin = rdata(isel + l, i, k)
endif
continue
continue
xmin = 0.0
xmax = 360.0
xlabel = 'Rotor Position!'
ylabel = yl(isel)
call plot(xmin,xmax, ymin, ymax, ' !',xlabel,ylabel)
do 400 k=l,ndata
xl = rdatad, 1, 1)
yl = rdata(isel+l,l,k)
call mvabs2(xl,yl)
call pendn
do 300 i=2,nsta+l
if(i.le.nsta)then
xl = rdata(1,i,k)
yl = rdata(isel+1,i,k)
else
xl = 360.0
yl = rdatadsel + l, 1, k)
endif
call mvabs2(xl,yl)
continue
call penup
continue
if (idev .eq. 0) read (icon,9004) line
call finish
endif

c
9000
9001
9002
9003
9004
9005
9006

format(///)
format(Ix,a)
format(/)
format(lx,a\)
format(a)
format (/' Z = ',f9.3)
format (8(lx,f9.3))
return
end
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subroutine out2(sel)
c
$include:•VDART3T,H'
c
data yld) ,titled) /'ALPHA! ', 'ANGLE OF ATTACK'/
data yl(2),title(2) /'CL!','LIFT COEFFICIENT'/
data yl(3),title(3) /'CD!','DRAG COEFFICIENT'/
data yl(4),title(4) /'FT!','TANGENTIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT'/
data yl(5),title(5) /'FN!*,'NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT'/
data yl(6),title(6) /'GB!','BOUND VORTICITY'/
data yl(7),title(7) /'GSW!','SHED VORTICITY'/
data yl(8),title(8) /'GTW!','TRAILING VORTICITY'/
data yl(9),title(9) /•VW!','WAKE VELOCITY'/
data yldO) ,title(10) /'TE! ', 'TORQUE COEFFICIENT'/
c
isel = ichar(sel)-64
if (isel .eq. 9 .or. isel .eq. 8) then
ndata = nlev
else
ndata = nlev-1
endif
call clrscr(O)
write (icon,9000)
write (icon,9001) title(isel)
write (icon,9002)
write (icon, 9003) 'Graphical(G) or tabular(T) output? '
read (icon,9004) line
if dine .eq. 'T' .or. line .eq. 't') then
call openfdout)
writedout, 9001) title(isel)
do 50 j = l,nsta
write (iout,9005) rdatad, j,l)
write (iout,9006) (rdata(isel+l,j,k), k = 1,ndata)
50
continue
if (iout .ne. icon) then
close(iout)
else
read (icon,9004) line
endif
else
writedcon, 9003) 'Graphical output to screen(S) or plotter(P)?
read (icon,9004) line
if dine .eq. 'P' .or. line .eq, 'p') then
write (icon,9001) 'Prepare plotter and press <RETURN> '
read (icon,9004) line
idev = 1
else
idev = 0
endif
call init(idev)
xmin - rdata(isel + l,1, 1)
xmax = xmin
do 200 j = l,nsta
do 100 k = l,.-.uata
if (rdatadsel + l, j,k) .gt,xmax) then
xmax - rdatadsel + l, j,k)
else if (rdata(isel+l, j,k),lt.xmin) then
xmin - rdata(isel+l,j,k)
endif
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100
200

continue
continue
ymin = 0.0
ymax = 2.0*htod
xlabel = yl(isel)
ylabel = 'Height!•
call plot(xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,' !',xlabel,ylabel)
do 400 j=l,nsta
xl = rdata(isel+1,j,1)
if (isel .eq. 8 .or. isel .eq. 9) then
yl = rpz(j,l)
else
yl = cz(j,1)
endif
call mvabs2(xl,yl)
call pendn
do 300 k=2,ndata
xl = rdata(isel+1,j,k)
if (isel .eq. 9 .or. isel .eq. 8) then
yl = rpz(j,k)
else
yl = cz(j,k)
endif
call mvabs2(xl,yl)
300
continue
call penup
400
continue
if (idev .eq. 0) read (icon,9004) line
call finish
endif

9000
9001
9002
9003
9004
9005
9006

return
format(///)
format(Ix,a)
format(/)
format(lx,a\)
format(a)
format (/' Theta = ',f9.3)
format (8(lx,f9,3))
end

subroutine openfdout)
c
$include:'VDART3T.H'
c
write (icon, ' (lx,a\) ') "Tabular output to screen(S) or fiie(F)? '
read (icon,'(a)') line
if (line .eq. 'F' ,or, line ,eq, ' f ) then
write (icon, • (lx,a\) ') 'Filename? '
read (icon,'(a)') line
iout = 6
open (iout, file=line,status='new')
else
iout = icon
endif
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return
end

subroutine plwake
c
$include:'VDART3T.H'
c
writedcon, ' (A\) ')
&
' Draw plot on screen(s) or plotter(p)? '
readdcon, ' (A) ') line
if (line .eq. 'p') then
idev = 1
else
idev = 0
endif
c
call init(idev)
call vwport(O.dO,I.d0,0.d0,l.dO)
call window(wxmin,wxmax,wymin,wymax)
call vwposn(vwx,vwy,vwz)
do 400 j=l,nlev
done = .true,
xlast = kmax*period
ylast = l.dO
zlast = real(j)/real(nlev)
call mvabs3(xlast,ylast,zlast)
call pen(j+l)
call pendn
do 300 k = kmax,1,-1
tbase = period*k
do 200 i = 1, nsta
t = tbase - (i-l)*dt
if(k.eq.1.and.i.eq.nsta.and.j.ne.l.and.j,ne.nlev)then
xwl = O.dO
ywl = rt(j)
zwl = real(j)/real(nlev)
else
xwl = rt(j)*(- dsin((i-l)*dtheta)) + vw(i,j)*t
ywl = rt(j)*dcos((i-l)*dtheta)
zwl = real(j)/real(nlev)
endif
call mvabs3(xwl,ywl,zwl)
200
continue
300
continue
call penup
400 continue
return
end

function imod(i)
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$include:'VDART3T.H'
c
if (i.gt.nsta)then
imod=i-nsta
else if (i.It.1)then
imod=i+nsta
else
imod=i
endif
return
end

subroutine airfoil(aoa,ccl,ccd)
c
$include:'VDART3T.H'
c
alfa = aoa*360.0d0/twopi
if(alfa,gt.l80.0d0) alfa=-(360.0d0-alfa)
sgn = dsign(1.OdO,alfa)
alfa = sgn*alfa
c
i=0
10
continue
i=i + l
if(alfa.ge.talpha(i).and.alfa.le.talpha(i+1)) goto 20
goto 10
c
c
interpolate on alpha in data file to get cl and cd
c
20
continue
xa=(alfa-talpha(i))/(talpha(i+1)-talpha(i))
ccl=tcl(i)+xa*(tcl(i + l)-tcl (i))
ccd=tcd(i)+xa*(ted(i+1)-ted(i))
cel=ecl*sgn
return
end

subroutine indvel(re,xvl,yvl,zvl,xv2,yv2.zv2,px, py, pz, vx, vy, vz)
implicit real*8
(a-h,o-z)
data pi
/3.141592654d0/
rax = xv2 - xvl
ray = yv2 - yvl
raz = zv2 - zvl
rbx - px - xv2
rby = py - yv2
rbz - pz - zv2
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rex = px - xvl
rcy = py - yvl
rcz = pz - zvl
rb = dsqrt(rbx*rbx + rby*rby + rbz*rbz)
rcmag = dsqrt(rcx*rcx + rey*rcy + rcz*rez)
radre = rax*rcx + ray*rey + raz*rez
radrb = rax*rbx + ray*rby + raz*rbz
rarcx = ray*rcz - raz*rcy
rarcy = raz*rcx - rax*rcz
rarez = rax*rcy - ray*rex
raxrc2 = rarcx*rarcx + rarcy*rarey + rarcz*rarez
raxrc = dsqrt(rarcx*rarex + rarey*rarcy + rarez*rarcz)
h = raxre/rcmag
if (raxre2.1t.l.d-6)then
vx = O.dO
vy = O.dO
vz = O.dO
return
endif
term2 = l.dO - dexp(-1.26d0 * (h/re)*(h/re))
vx = term2 * rarcx * (radrc/remag - radrb/rb)/(4.d0*pi*raxrc2)
vy = term2 * rarcy * (radrc/rcmag - radrb/rb)/(4.d0*pi*raxrc2)
vz = term2 * rarez * (radrc/rcmag - radrb/rb)/(4.dO*pi*raxrc2)
return
end

subroutine bound(j,k,distu,distv,distw)
c
$include:'VDART3T.H'
c
distu = O.dO
distv = O.dO
distw = O.dO
c
px = ex(j,k)
py = cy(j,k)
pz = ez(j,k)
c
do 100 1=1,nlev-1
xvl = rpx(j,l)
yvl = rpy(j,l)
zvl = rpz(j,1)
xv2 = rpx(j,l+l)
yv2 = rpy'j,1 + 1)
zv2 = rpz(j,l+l)
e
call indvel(re,xvl,yvl,zvl,xv2.yv2,zv2,px,py,pz,du.dv.dw)
e
distu = distu + du * gr(j,l)
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distv = distv + dv * gr(j,l)
distw = distw + dw * gr ( j, 1)
xvl
yvl
xv2
yv2

=
=
=
=

-xvl
-yvl
-xv2
-yv2

jb = imod(j+nsta/2)
call indvel(re,xvl,yvl,zvl,xv2,yv2,zv2,px,py,pz,du,dv,dw)

100

distu = distu + du * gr(jb,l)
distv = distv + dv * gr(jb,l)
distw = distw + dw * gr(jb,l)
continue
return

end

subroutine wake(j,k,distu,distv,distw)
c
$inelude:•VDART3T.H'
e
c ****
Induced velocities from trailing vortiticy
c
distu = O.dO
distv = O.dO
distw = O.dO
c
px = cx(j,k)
py = cy(j,k)
pz = ez(j,k)
c
do 100 11=1,nsta
1 = imod(j-ll)
lb = imod(l+nsta/2)
Ipl = imodd + 1)
Ibpl = imoddb+l)
do 80 kt=l,kmax
t = dt*ll + (kt-1)*period
do 60 m=l,nlev
xvl = rpx(lpl,m) + vw(lpl,m)*t
yvl = rpy d p i , m)
zvl = rpz d p i , m)
xv2 = rpx(l,m) + vw(l,m)*t
yv2 = rpy(l,m)
zv2 = rpz(l,m)
c
call indvel (re, xvl, yvl, zvl,xv2,yv2, zv2,
5
px,py,pz,du,dv,dw)
distu * distu + du • gtw(l,m)
distv = distv + dv * gtw(l,m)
distw = distw + dw * gtwd,m)
e
xvl = rpx(lbpl,m) + vw(lbpl,m)*t
yvl = rpy(Ibpl,m)
zvl = rpz(Ibpl,m)
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xv2 = rpx(lb,m) + vw(lb,m)*t
yv2 = rpy (lb,m)
zv2 = rpz (lb,m)
c
&

call indvel(re,xvl,yvl,zvl,xv2,yv2,zv2,
px,py,pz,du,dv,dw)
distu = distu + du * gtw(lb,m)
distv = distv + dv * gtw(lb,m)
distw = distw + dw * gtw(lb,m)

c
60
continue
80
continue
100 continue
c
e ****
Induced velocities from shed vorticity
****
c
px = ex(j,k)
py = cy(j,k)
pz = cz(j,k)
c
do 200 11=1,nsta
1 = imod(j-ll)
lb = imod(l+nsta/2)
do 180 kt=l,kmax
t = dt*ll + (kt-1)*period
do 160 m=l,nlev-1
xvl = rpx(l,m) + vw(l,m)*t
yvl = rpy(l,m)
zvl = rpz(l,m)
xv2 = rpx(l,m+l) + vw(l,m+l)*t
yv2 = rpy(l,m+l)
zv2 = rpz(l,m+l)
e
call indvel(re,xvl,yvl,zvl,xv2,yv2,zv2,
5
px,py,pz,du,dv,dw)
c
distu = distu + du * gsw(l,m)
distv = distv + dv * gsw(l,m)
distw = distw + dw * gsw(l,m)
e
xvl = rpx(lb,m) + vw(lb,m)*t
yvl = rpy(lb,m)
zvl = rpz(lb,m)
xv2 = rpx(lb,m+l) + vw(lb,m+l)*t
yv2 = rpy(lb,m+l)
zv2 = rpz(lb,m+l)
c
call indvel(re,xvl,yvl,zvl,xv2,yv2,zv2,
6
px,py,pz,du,dv,dw)
distu = distu + du * gswdb.m)
distv = distv + dv * gsw(lb,m)
distw = distw + dw * gsw(lb,m)
c
160
continue
180
continue
200 continue
return
end
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subroutine turn(iopt)
c
$include:•VDART3T.H'
c
if (iopt.eq.O) then
call clrser(O)
writedcon, 9005) ' INPUT TIP SPEED: '
read(*,*)lamda
dt = dtheta/lamda
period = twopi/lamda
do 100 j=l,nsta
do 80 k=l,nlev-1
gr(j,k) = O.OdO
gsw(j,k) = O.OdO
gtw(j,k) = O.OdO
80
continue
do 90 k=l,nlev
vw(j,k) = l.OdO
90
continue
100
continue
endif
call clrscr(O)
writedcon, ' (a///) ') ' '
writedcon, ' (9x,a\) •) ' Computing disturbance velocities •
e
do 300 j=l,nsta
writedcon, ' (al\) ') ' . '
do 200 k = 1, nlev-1
qx(j,k) = O.dO
qy(j»k) = O.dO
qz(j,k) = 0,dO
e
call bound ( j,k,bqx,bqy,bqz)
call wake(j,k,wqx,wqy,wqz)
e

200
300

qx( j, k) = bqx + wqx
qy(j,k) = bqy + wqy
qz ( j, k) = bqz + wqz
continue
continue

c
write(icon,'(/)')
cp = 0,0d0
ke = nlev/2
do 500 j = l,nsta
urxe = 1.dO+reent(ke)*lamda*dcos(theta(j))+ qx(j,ke)
urye = rcent(ke) * lamda * dsin (theta(j)) + qy(j,ke)
urte = urxe * tx(j,ke) + urye * ty(j,ke)
tr = O.OdO
do 400 k « l,nlev-1
urx = l.dO + reent(k) * lamda • dcos(theta(j)) • qx(j,k)
ury = rcent(k) * lamda * dsin (theta (j) ) + qy(j,k)
urz = qz ( j, k)
urn - urx * nx(j,k) + ury • ny(j,k) + urz * nz(j,k)
urt - urx * tx(j,k) + ury * ty(j,k)
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urmag = dsqrt( urn**2 + urt**2 )
alpha = datan2(urn,urt)
alfa=360.d0/twopi*alpha
call airfoil(alpha,cl,cd)
gr( j,,k) = -0.5d0 * urmag * cl * chord
ct = -cl * dsin(alpha) + cd * dcos(alpha)
cn = cl * dcos(alpha) + cd * dsin(alpha)
ft = -ct * urmag * urmag
fn = cn * urmag * urmag
te = chord * ft * rcent(k)*
tr = tr + te
cp = cp + te * urte

400
500

550
600

rdata(2,j,k) = alpha * 180.d0/pi
rdata(3,j,k) = cl
rdata(4,j,k) = cd
rdata(5,j,k) = ft
rdata(6,j,k) = fn
rdata(7,j,k) = gr(j,k)
rdatadl, j,k) = te
continue
continue
cp = cp / nsta
do 600 j=l,nsta
do 550 k=l,nlev-1
if (j .eq. 1) then
gsw(l,k) = -(gr(l,k) - gr(nsta,k))
else
gsw(j,k) - -(gr(j,k) - gr(j-l,k))
endif
rdata(8,j,k) = gsw(j,k)
continue
continue

e
do 700 j = l,nsta
do 650 k=l,nlev
if (k .eq. 1) then
gtw( j,l) = -gr( j,l)
vw(j,l) = l.dO + (qx(j,l) - s d ) *
i

(qx(j,2)-qx(j,l))/ (s(l) + s(2)))

else if (k .eq. nlev) then
gtw(j,nlev) = gr(j,nlev-1)
vw(j,nlev) = l.dO + (qx (j,nlev-1) + s(nlev-l)*
S
(qx(j,nlev-1)-qx(j,nlev-2))/(s(niev-l)+s(nlev-2)))
else
gtw(j,k) = -(gr(j,k) - gr(j,k-l))
vw(j,k) = l.dO + (qx(j,k-l) + s(k-l)*
S
(qx( j,k)-qx( j,k-l))/(s(k-l) +s(k)))
endif
rdatad,j,k) = theta ( j) *180.d0/pi
rdata(9, j,k) = gtw( j,k)
rdatadO, j,k) = vw( j,k)
650
continue
700 continue
9005 format(lx,a\)
return
end
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APPENDDC D
DATA FILE FOR VDART3T

Chord to Radius Ratio (chord)
Number of Data Points (ndat)
Number of Stations (nsta)
Number of Levels (nlev)
Number of Wake Revolutions(kmax)
Core Radius (re)
Height to Diameter Ratio (htod)
View Position X Coordinate(vwx)
view Position Y Coordinate(vwy)
view Position Z Coordinate(vwz)
Xwindow Size Lower Limit (wxmin)
Xwindow Size Upper Limit (wxmax)
Ywindow Size Lower Limit (wymin)
Ywindow Size Upper Limit (wymax)
ALPHA
0.0
2,0
5,0
8.0
10.0
11,0
15,0
18.0
21.,0
30.,0
40.,0
50,,0
60,,0
70,.0
80,,0
90,,0
100,.0
110,,0
120,,0
130,,0
140,,0
150,,0
154,,0
160.0
164,0
168 ,0
170,,0
172,,0
175,,0
180,,0

Cl
0.0000
0.2500
0.5175
0,,7300
0,,7800
0,,7650
0,.7175
0,.7000
0.6975
0.9546
1.1200
1,1000
0,9700
0,7100
0,4100
0,0900
-0.2300
-0.5300
-0,8000
-0.9800
-1,0500
-0,9400
-0,8400
-0.7000
-0.6800
-0,7100
-0.7400
-0.8400
-0.5000
0,0000

0.135
30
16
8
4
0,
1.
0.
0.
1.
-1.
6.
-1.
4.

Cd
0,.0180
0,.0188
0,,0236
0,.0335
0,.0880
0,,1080
0,.1905
0,2580
0,2855
0, 6666
1,,0100
1, 3700
1,7000
9300
0500
0700
0400
1.8900
1, 6900
1, 4100
1, 0900
0, 7200
0, 5600
0, 3700
0, 2700
0, 2100
0, 1800
0, 1500
0, 0800
0, 0300
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